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FISCAL POLICY AND INFLATION: PONDERING THE IMPONDERABLES
Eric M. Leeper∗

An asset-pricing perspective reveals that inflation depends on current and expected monetary
and fiscal policies. There are three ways to carry $1 today into the future: money, bonds, and
real assets. That dollar’s purchasing power varies inversely with the price level. Expected
money growth, tax rates, and government spending directly impinge on the expected rates
of return of these assets, and determine the price level and the inflation rate. The paper
considers a tax reduction that is financed by new government debt. It examines how
alternative responses of current and future policies to the tax cut can imply very different
outcomes for inflation.

In July 2001, Congress approved President Bush’s
across-the-board tax cut, to be phased in over a
10-year period. The legislation includes a sunset
provision that returns tax rates in 2011 to their
original levels. How is this tax law likely to affect
inflation over the next five years?

This practical question has a very complex answer—
an answer that depends on the answers to a multi-
tude of auxiliary questions: What if an economic
downturn forces the tax cut to be deficit-financed
by the selling of new government bonds? Are tax
rates really going to return to their pre-tax-cut
levels in 2011? How will increases in govern-
ment spending on homeland security or an expen-
sive post-war Iraq complicate matters? If a new
Federal Reserve chairman takes over from Alan
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Greenspan, how do the impacts of the tax cut
change?

President Bush’s supplementary $670 million
“growth and jobs” plan, which he proposed in
January 2003, and Congress has approved in part,
further complicates the analysis.

The auxiliary questions, and many others one might
contemplate, highlight that the ultimate inflation
effects of a tax cut can turn on consumers’ and
investors’ beliefs about policies in the future. Those
beliefs determine rates of return on assets today,
affecting today’s savings and investment decisions,
which determine the inflation rate.

This paper offers an asset-pricing perspective on
how fiscal policies affect inflation. That perspective
has important differences from conventional views.

Conventional Keynesian thinking about macro pol-
icy focuses on the impacts of current government
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spending, tax, and interest rate policies on employ-
ment, personal income, and aggregate demand.
Impacts on inflation depend on where the econ-
omy is operating relative to potential output. If
the economy is at or near potential, a stimulus to
demand raises inflation through the usual Phillips
curve mechanisms. If resource utilization is slack,
however, the inflationary consequences are benign.
This thinking underlies nearly all reporting in the
financial press about macro policies.

This conventional description of macro policies is
incomplete in ways that should disturb individuals
making investment plans: it is silent on how pol-
icy behaves in the future. Yet current fiscal choices
are necessarily linked to future fiscal decisions. Any
change in policy today that alters the real value of
debt held by the public must bring forth changes in
future policies to support the new value of debt. For
example, if a tax cut today is financed by new debt
issuances, investors will buy the new bonds only if
they expect the government will meet interest pay-
ments on the debt. But higher debt service requires
either increases in revenues or decreases in other
kinds of government spending. Whatever adjust-
ment in policy investors expect will affect relative
rates of return on assets today, and therefore, portfo-
lio choices and prices, including inflation. Standard
descriptions are incomplete because they include no
explicit statement of how future policies are likely
to adjust.

To complete the description of the inflation con-
sequences of current policies, one must decide
how likely are the various possible reactions of
future policies to the resulting changes in gov-
ernment liabilities. This is a difficult task. The
range, timing, and likelihood of future policies
depend on imponderables like the political and eco-
nomic environments that will prevail in the future.
Will Americans tolerate tax increases better in the
twenty-first century than they have the past 20
years? Will geopolitical realities call for higher or

lower expenditures on national security? Will the
persistent imbalances in social security get resolved
through higher taxes, lower benefits, or some other
creative policy? Pondering these imponderables is
essential to predicting the impacts of fiscal policy
on inflation now and in the future.

Over the past 30 years, the conventional static per-
spective on policy has been extended to include
an intertemporal dimension, often with surpris-
ing results. Barro (1974) showed that if individuals
rationally discount future tax liabilities, then it is
irrelevant whether government spending is financed
by taxes or bond sales today. Sargent and Wal-
lace (1981) argued that if fiscal policy is constant
in a certain sense, then tighter current monetary
policy—lower money growth—must raise inflation
in the future and may even raise inflation now.
Both unconventional outcomes hinge on particu-
lar assumptions about how future policies respond
to expansions in government debt.

Dynamic analysis of macro policies leads to a
more fundamental understanding of the inflation-
ary impacts of fiscal policy than is reflected in the
conventional static perspective. The equilibrium
price level and inflation rate emerge from the valua-
tion of all assets jointly. In this perspective, current
and expected future policies take center stage: it is
not meaningful to ask about the effects of bigger
budget deficits without coupling them with some
consistent set of expected policies.

There is plenty of precedent for this topic that pre-
dates more recent, formal discussion. Important
work includes Friedman (1948, 1960), Brunner
and Meltzer (1972, 1993), and Tobin (1961, 1969,
1980). Aiyagari and Gertler (1985) is a relatively
recent important contribution. Sargent and Wallace
(1981) lay the foundation for what is now referred
to as “the fiscal theory of the price level,” that
Leeper (1991, 1993), Sims (1994), and Woodford
(1994, 1995) develop. The fiscal theory is now part
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of standard graduate macro curricula (Elmendorf
and Mankiw, 1999; Ljungqvist and Sargent, 2000;
Walsh, 2002; Woodford, 2003).

Section 1 describes the asset-pricing perspective
on fiscal policy and inflation in broad terms.
Section 2 explains the asset demand functions
that emerge from the maximizing portfolio balance
model described formally in the appendix. Section 3
discusses the dynamic linkages among macro poli-
cies. Section 4 uses the asset demand functions and
the dynamic linkages among policies to examine a
simple version of the Bush tax cut. That tax cut is
treated as a one-time tax reduction financed by sales
of new government bonds. As we shall see, even this
simple thought experiment is complicated to ana-
lyze. Alternative assumptions about how investors
expect future policies will adjust to the increased
government liabilities deliver very different results
for current and future inflation rates.

Several themes run through the paper:

• Any statement about the impacts of mone-
tary (fiscal) policy necessarily carries assumptions
about fiscal (monetary) policy behavior.

• Any given monetary (fiscal) policy action can
generate a range of responses of current and
future inflation, depending on what economic
decision makers expect future policies will be.

• Predicting the inflation consequences of a pol-
icy action requires specifying all current and
expected future monetary and fiscal policies.

Section 5 applies the theory to address two practical
issues tied to US data: the possibility that counter-
cyclical fiscal policies are counterproductive in the
sense that they exacerbate and prolong the business
cycle; the potential inflation impacts of US demo-
graphic changes that imply substantial increases in
social security and Medicare expenditures in this
century. The paper concludes with a discussion of
future directions for research.

1 An asset-pricing perspective

Two key questions arise in dynamic analyses of
policy:

1. What are the liabilities of the government in the
future?

2. How do reasonable expectations about future
policy influence current decisions and the
impacts of policy?

In this paper, these questions are addressed in an
environment with an array of assets that includes
money, government debt, and capital. One dol-
lar today has purchasing power 1/Pt , where Pt
is the current price level. The real return on
non-interest-bearing money between today and
tomorrow depends on the flow of transactions ser-
vices it supports and the expected inflation rate,
πt+1 = Pt+1/Pt ; the analogous return on bonds
is the nominal interest rate, Rt , adjusted for risk
and for expected inflation; the return on real assets
is rt , adjusted for risk. Arbitrages among money
balances, bonds, and investment goods determine
their relative values and demands. Expected money
growth, tax rates, and government spending directly
impinge on these expected rates of return and deter-
mine the price level and inflation rate. Only in
special and rare circumstances can the arbitrages
be separated so that inflation becomes an entirely
monetary or entirely fiscal phenomenon. Inflation,
therefore, depends generically on all expected future
monetary and fiscal policies.

This framework is ubiquitous, applying to all policy
analyses. Formal models detail how the policies get
transmitted through the economy and specify how
expectations are formed. But the general message
should not be lost in the details: expected monetary
and fiscal policies determine relative rates of return,
portfolio choices, current policy options, and the
equilibrium that we observe.
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2 Portfolio choices

The model, which the appendix formally describes,
includes the three ways of carrying a dollar today
into the future that Section 1 discusses: money,
M , government bonds, B, and physical capital,
k. Households and businesses acquire consump-
tion and investment goods by using either money
or the transactions services provided by the finan-
cial sector. Transactions services include checking
accounts, credit cards, money market mutual funds,
or any of the myriad substitutes for money that
the financial sector produces. Transactions services
substitute for money in people’s portfolios.

Individuals simultaneously choose both the rate
of savings out of income and the form in which
they hold their wealth. Given their current income,
the savings choice also implies their consumption
choice. This consumption-savings decision, which
is driven by a desire to keep consumption smooth
over time, depends on individuals’ perceptions of
the availability of goods now relative to goods in the
future. When future goods are relatively plentiful,
individuals increase their current consumption by
decreasing savings. But if goods are expected to be
relatively scarce in the future, individuals will raise
their savings today to cushion their consumption in
the future.

Figure 1 illustrates how individuals allocate their
wealth among the three assets in their portfolios.
The two nominal assets, money and bonds, are sub-
stitutes for each other, as indicated by the vertical
arrows. In addition, the real asset, capital, substi-
tutes for the nominal assets. Transactions services
and money, which play similar roles in acquir-
ing goods, substitute for each other. Government
policies, depicted as boxes with rounded corners,
have direct effects on the rates of return on the
assets. Nominal liability creation—the printing of
new money and bonds—affects inflation and the
nominal interest rate, which are the returns to

Money, M
(nominal)

Transactions
Services

(real)

Capital, k
(real)

Bonds, B
(nominal)

Policy:
Nominal
Liability
Creation
M and B

Policy:
Real

Taxation

τ
Policy:

Government
Claims

sg and sz

taxes

Rate-of-return effects

Equilibrium linkages

Figure 1 Sketch of the portfolio choice model.

the nominal assets. Taxes directly affect the rate
of return on capital. Government claims enter the
picture through their effects on the government’s
budget and, therefore, the government’s choice
of financing. Portfolio choices depend on relative
rates of return on the three assets, as well as goods
available to the private sector.

In general, asset demands depend on all rates of
return and wealth, as Tobin (1969) showed many
years ago. For analytical tractability, the formal
model suppresses the dependence of the demand for
capital on the returns to nominal assets. The model
in the appendix delivers an investment decision that
can be expressed as

kt = g (
(+)
ηt ;

(+)
y∗
t ). (1)

Subscripted variables prevail today (date t ) and
unsubscripted variables reflect expected future vari-
ables. y∗

t denotes resources available to the private
sector and ηt denotes what decision makers today
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expect will be the future paths of tax rates, τ ,
and government purchases as a share of output,
sg. Positive and negative signs in parentheses above
the function arguments report the signs of partial
derivatives with respect to the arguments. Specifi-

cally, ηt may be written as ηt (
(−)
τ ,

(+)
sg ), indicating

that higher expected taxes reduce ηt , while higher
expected government purchases raise ηt . Expression
(1) may alternatively be written as

kt = g (
(−)
τ ,

(+)
sg ;

(+)
y∗
t ). (2)

Higher expected taxes or lower expected govern-
ment purchases increase current investment.

Interaction between supply and demand for money
determines the price level. The money demand
decision derived in the appendix is

Mt

Pt
= h(

(+)
µt ,

(−)
ηt ;

(+)
y∗
t ), (3)

where µt reflects today’s expectation of the path of

money growth, and may be expressed as µt (
(−)
ρ ),

where ρ denotes the growth rate of the money sup-
ply in the future. Alternatively, the demand for
money is

Mt

Pt
= h(

(−)
ρ ,

(+)
τ ,

(−)
sg ;

(+)
y∗
t ), (4)

reflecting the idea that if individuals expect higher
money growth in the future—and hence a lower
return to money—demand will decline. The pres-
ence of expected tax rates and government purchase
shares arises from substitutions between assets:
higher expected taxes or lower expected government
purchases induce investors to substitute out of cap-
ital and into money. This reduces the current price
level and inflation rate. Fiscal policy affects inflation
by inducing shifts in portfolio choices.

µ and η are policy expectations functions that
capture the portfolio balance—or rate-of-return—
effects of expected policies. They represent what

decision makers need to know to form rational
expectations over policy. µ is the marginal value
of real money balances and determines the return
on nominal assets. Higher expected money growth
lowers µ and induces substitution out of money and
into transactions services, raising current inflation.

η measures the extent of direct tax financing,
which determines the return on real assets. Higher
expected taxes (or lower expected government pur-
chase shares) reduce η and generate substitution out
of real assets into nominal ones, lowering current
inflation.

In this simplified theoretical setting, once current
policy choices are known and some position has
been taken on what decision makers expect future
policies will be, expressions (2) and (4) completely
determine current output and inflation, subject to
one important caveat.

The caveat is that not all combinations of current
and expected future policies are feasible. For exam-
ple, if the real interest rate exceeds the economy’s
growth rate, it is not possible for the government to
run primary budget deficits—meaning deficits net
of interest payments on the debt—forever.1 Such
a policy is a Ponzi scheme in which the govern-
ment finances debt service by selling new debt. This
will make the path of debt explode. Investors, con-
cluding the government must eventually fail even to
meet debt service, will refuse to buy the newly issued
bonds, unraveling the financing scheme. The only
policies that can occur in equilibrium, therefore,
are ones that are consistent with the government’s
budget constraint now and in the future.

3 The Government’s budget

Just like households and businesses, government
decisions must satisfy a budget constraint. Unlike
private individuals, the government can print
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money, which generates inflation tax revenues (or
seigniorage), and it can levy taxes, which generate
direct tax revenues. Total government expenditures
consist of purchases of goods and services (including
compensation for government employees), trans-
fer payments (including payments to individuals
and state and local governments), and debt service
(interest payments on outstanding debt). The gov-
ernment has three sources of revenues: direct tax
revenues, seigniorage revenues, and any new bond
sales above those required to pay off existing debt.

Expenditures and revenues are linked by the gov-
ernment’s budget constraint:

purchases of goods/services + transfers payments

+ debt service = tax revenues

+ seigniorage revenues + net bond sales.

Policy choices must satisfy this constraint every
period.

In the absence of debt, government is financed on a
pay-as-you-go basis. Each period all expenditures
must be matched exactly by tax and seignior-
age revenues. Nothing connects today’s policies to
tomorrow’s.

But when there is some government debt outstand-
ing, as has always been the case in the United
States, then monetary and fiscal policies are intrin-
sically linked across time. If current policies change
debt, then some future policy must change. Higher
debt carries with it higher debt service, which is
a component of fiscal expenditures. To service the
higher debt, some combination of the following
adjustments to future policy must occur: higher
direct taxes, lower expenditures, or higher inflation
taxes. In this sense, current policy choices impose
restrictions on which future choices are possible.

The dynamic links also work in the direction from
expected policies to current policy choices. Holding

expected policies fixed, so future debt service is con-
stant, some current policy must adjust to bring new
debt issuances in line with the future debt service.
Again, some combination of adjustments now in
taxes, spending, or seigniorage must occur to be
consistent with the fixed future policies.2

The bidirectional linkages among monetary and
fiscal policies can be depicted schematically as:

Money growth (ρt )
Tax rates (τt )
Purchases (sgt )
Transfers (szt )


 : Current policies ⇔ Debt

⇔ Future policies :




Money growth (ρ)
Tax rates (τ )
Purchases (sg)
Transfers (sz )

In this schematic, variables with a t subscript are
current values and those with no subscript are future
values (which for simplicity are assumed to be con-
stant). sg and sz represent government purchases
and government transfers as fractions of output.

An important implication emerges from the
dynamic linkages between monetary and fiscal poli-
cies: a complete specification of policy behavior
must include a set of current and future policies
that are consistent with clearing the government’s
budget constraint now and in the future. Ques-
tions like “What are the effects of higher military
spending or lower tax rates?” are ill-posed because
they do not specify how other policies will adjust to
ensure the budget constraint is satisfied. As the asset
demand functions in Eqs. (2) and (4) make plain,
the consequences of a change in current fiscal policy
for output and inflation depend critically on how
decision makers expect future policies will react to
any resulting change in the real value of govern-
ment debt. Until future policies are specified, the
best answer is “It depends.”
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In practical analyses, these dynamic links are often
ignored. For example, in its publication The Budget
and Economic Outlook, the Congressional Budget
Office forecasts the Federal budget deficit under
the maintained assumption that current spending
and tax policies remain unchanged. Because these
assumed policies are almost never feasible, the fore-
casts the CBO reports can never actually occur.
Analogous assumptions are embedded in other
government and commercial forecasts.

In the remainder of this paper we will argue that on
both theoretical and empirical grounds it is unap-
pealing to maintain the implausible assumption of
unchanged policies.

4 A simplified version of the Bush tax cut

As a first pass at analyzing the consequences of the
Bush tax plan, consider a stylized version of the tax
cut. There is an initial tax cut at time t , dτt < 0,
which is financed by new sales of nominal bonds.
Assume that total government claims as a share
of output, sg + sz , are constant now and in the
future. We then derive the inflationary impacts of
the tax cut under three alternative specifications of
current and future policies that are consistent with
equilibrium now and in the future.

Policy 1. Hold current and future money growth
fixed at (ρt , ρ). This policy fixes the direct return on
money (µt ) and the nominal interest rate, but from
Eq. (3) this policy does not fix real money balances
unlessηt is also constant. New debt issued to finance
the tax reduction raises the level of debt carried into
the future. To clear the government budget con-
straint in the future, taxes must be expected to rise.
But higher taxes reduce the return on capital (lower
η) and induce substitution from real to nominal
assets, including money. The current price level and
inflation rate must fall. This non-Keynesian result
that current fiscal expansion reduces inflation runs

counter to the prevailing view in the financial press.
It stems from links between current and expected
taxes created by the expansion of government debt.

Policy 2. Fix both future money growth and future
taxes at (ρ, τ ). By assumption, all future policies
are constant in the face of the current tax cut,
so the burden of adjusting falls entirely on cur-
rent policies. With no tax increases looming in the
future, individuals feel wealthier and increase their
spending, driving up the prices of goods today.
The price level rises in proportion to the expan-
sion in nominal debt, keeping the real value of
debt—and hence future debt service—unchanged.
But a higher price level increases the nominal
demand for money, so the money supply today
must expand passively to meet demand at pre-
vailing prices.3 Gordon and Leeper (2002b) label
this rather Keynesian outcome “the canonical fiscal
theory exercise.”4

In this fiscal theory the central bank pegs the nomi-
nal interest rate by sacrificing control of the current
money stock, which must expand in proportion to
the fixed level of real money balances. The adjust-
ments of the current money stock and the price
level are governed by fiscal needs, which are beyond
the central bank’s control. This is not “monetiza-
tion of fiscal deficits” in the conventional sense of
printing money to purchase newly issued govern-
ment debt, as many countries have done during
hyperinflations. Instead, the expansion in money is
a passive adjustment of the money supply to clear
the money market at the prevailing pegged nominal
interest rate and price level.

The fiscal theory contrasts with the tax cut policy
examined in Policy 1. That bond-financed tax cut
was pure fiscal policy in the sense that it was inde-
pendent of the path of the money stock. It also
reduced nominal spending and the price level. An
essential aspect of the fiscal theory is that the cur-
rent money stock adjusts to clear the money market,
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raising nominal demand and the price level. If pol-
icy authorities were pegging the nominal interest
rate and fixing future taxes without reference to any-
thing happening in the economy, the fiscal theory
and higher prices are inevitable consequences of a
tax cut.

Policy 3. The fiscal authority holds future taxes
constant and the central bank fixes current money
growth–fixing (τ , ρt ). An expansion in current debt
can be carried into the future if future money growth
rises sufficiently to generate the seigniorage revenues
to service the new debt. This raises expected infla-
tion, lowers the expected return on money (lower
µ), and decreases money demand. With the cur-
rent money supply unchanged, the price level and
current inflation rise to equate supply and demand
in the money market. Higher future money growth
raises future inflation. It is this higher inflation and
seigniorage revenues that service debt in the future.
The change in future money growth, of course,
depends on the real value of debt in the future,
which determines the change in debt service.

This is a case where the fixed net-of-interest fiscal
deficits in the future serve to constrain monetary
policy to meet fiscal needs. The central bank loses
control of the inflation rate in precisely the way
Sargent and Wallace (1981) illustrated in their clas-
sic “Unpleasant Monetarist Arithmetic” example.

5 US fiscal policy: present and future

Even readers intrigued by the economic logic of
the previous arguments, may wonder about their
quantitative significance and applicability to prac-
tical policy issues. This section aims to alleviate
those concerns by applying the model described
in Sections 2–4 to the potential for countercyclical
policies to be counterproductive and to the infla-
tionary implications of the projected paths of US
social security and Medicare expenditures.

5.1 Countercyclical policies

In variants of the model above, Gordon and Leeper
(2000, 2003) quantify the intertemporal policy
impacts emphasized in that setup. The parameters
of the model are chosen to match aspects of US data.
Time series on US policy variables, {ρt , τt , sgt , szt }
are used to compute perfect foresight versions of
the policy expectations functions {µt , ηt }.5 These
expectations functions and current realizations of
government purchases (sgt ) are fed into the analyti-
cal expressions for investment as a fraction of output
and for the velocity of money, defined as the ratio
of output to real money balances. The idea is to
compare the properties of investment and veloc-
ity implied by the model to their counterparts in
actual data. If the model variables share important
features with actual variables, the model may be
taken as providing an economic interpretation of
the data.

In this analysis, current and expected policies are
the sole source of variation in the exercise: in the
absence of changes in policy variables or without
significant private responses to policy, investment
and velocity would be approximately constant.

Although countercyclical policies arise from both
automatic stabilizers and discretionary policy
changes, for present purposes, nothing rests on the
precise mechanism that produces the policies. In
terms of current fiscal policies, countercyclical pol-
icy is triggered by lower than normal output, and
brings forth a lower than normal tax rate and a
higher than normal government spending–output
ratio. Monetary policy responds over the cycle to
two factors. First, to accommodate the decline
in money demand associated with an economic
contraction, the Federal Reserve reduces money
growth. Second, to counteract the downturn, the
Fed reduces the nominal interest rate by increas-
ing the growth of high-powered money. The net
effect is procyclical money growth, which appears in
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statistical characterizations of the data (see Cooley
and Hansen, 1995).

Basic public finance reasoning suggests that coun-
tercyclical policies can be counterproductive. Taken
together, countercyclical monetary and fiscal poli-
cies reduce revenues and increase expenditures
during downturns. The resulting increase in future
government liabilities implies that some future pol-
icy must change. Suppose individuals expect future
taxes to rise. This reduces the return on investment
(lowers η), reducing investment and the capital
stock. Lower capital reduces GDP, exacerbating and
prolonging the downturn. Substitution from real to
nominal assets reduces inflation more than it might
otherwise fall during the contraction.

We compute perfect foresight policy paths as a
benchmark for specifying expectations. While this
represents a limiting case in terms of how much
information agents possess about policy realiza-
tions, it is agnostic about policy behavior by
not assuming that policy obeys time-invariant
functions.6 Moreover, the {µt , ηt } sequences
derived from realizations of US policy variables
reflect any dynamic interactions of the kind dis-
cussed in Section 3 that are embedded in actual
policy behavior.

Table 1 compares summary statistics for investment
as a share of output and velocity from US data and
the model. The model explains 64% of variation
in the level of the investment shares and 30% at

Table 1 Portfolio choice statistics.

Level (log) Cyclical component

Variable Std. Dev. (%) Serial correlation Std. Dev. (%) Serial correlation

Investment/Output (Data) 11.09 0.980 3.26 0.775
Investment/Output (Model) 7.09 0.995 0.96 0.820
Output velocity (Data) 29.46 0.998 2.57 0.796
Output velocity (Model) 8.01 0.995 1.26 0.900

cyclical frequencies.7 It also accounts for 27% of
the standard deviation of the level of velocity and
50% at cyclical frequencies. Model data are highly
persistent and their cyclical components are even
more persistent than US data.

These results are startling. All variation in the model
stems from realizations of current and expected
future macro policies. If policy variables were con-
stant, model data would be constant. The cyclical
pattern exhibited by model data arises from coun-
tercyclical policies. With substantial fractions of the
variation in portfolio choices attributable to cur-
rent and expected macro policies, those policies
evidently have important quantitative impacts. In
addition, it appears that “countercyclical policies”
induce procyclical behavior in key macro variables.
In this sense, countercyclical policies appear to be
counterproductive.

5.2 Social security and medicare

Combining the gradually aging US workforce with
existing provisions for social security and Medicare
carries profound implications for future govern-
ment liabilities. The Congressional Budget Office’s
(2002) projections for growth in the government’s
claims on the economy are summarized in Table 2.
Future government liabilities are likely to grow sub-
stantially, a situation that cannot persist without
substantial shifts in other policies. Which policies
are expected to change determines the impacts on
current and future inflation.
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Table 2 Federal outlays as percentage of GDP.

Fiscal year Social security, Other spending Interest expense Total
Medicare, Medicaid

2000 7.6 8.5 2.3 18.4
2010 8.8 7.6 0.8 17.2
2020 11.3 7.1 −0.5 17.9
2030 13.9 7.1 −0.2 20.8
2040 15.5 7.1 1.1 23.8
2050 16.7 7.1 3.1 26.9
2060 18.1 7.1 5.8 31.0
2070 20.0 7.1 9.4 36.5
2075 21.1 7.1 11.5 39.7

Source: Congressional Budget Office (2002).

Rising social security, Medicare, and Medicaid
expenditures appear as an increase in expected
transfer payments, sz , in the model. We assume—
perhaps unrealistically—that sz cannot be changed,
so there will be no reductions in benefits from the
social programs. There are two possible responses
of policy: hold current policies fixed so that no
new debt is carried into the future or adjust cur-
rent policies so that a lower level of debt is carried
into the future.8 Each of these requires specifying
further adjustments in policies to determine their
impacts.

If current policies are fixed, then, as Section 3
explains, there is some set of future policies con-
sistent with higher sz , given debt inherited from
the past. Suppose that future purchases and tax
rates are unchanged. Then, higher future growth
must be expected to raise the revenues needed in the
future. Higher money growth (ρ) reduces the value
of money balances now (lower µ), which induces
individuals to substitute out of money. Both current
and future inflation rates would have to rise substan-
tially given the magnitudes reported in Table 2. In
contrast, if future money growth is fixed, then some
combination of lower government purchases, sg,
and higher tax rates, τ , must be expected to adjust.

These policies shift expected future financing away
from inflation taxes and toward income taxes (lower
η), reducing the expected return on capital. Individ-
uals substitute out of real assets into nominal ones
today. Higher money demand reduces the price
level and inflation rate today. Because the capital
stock declines, output is lower in the future, which
drives up the price level in the future, for a given
path of the money stock. Lower inflation today is
followed by higher inflation tomorrow.

It may be possible for current policies to adjust
sufficiently so that a lower level of debt is carried
into the future and future policies do not need to
change to accommodate the higher transfer pay-
ments. Essentially, this makes some of the outlays
on interest expenses in Table 2 available for social
security, Medicare, and Medicaid. Reducing debt
carried into the future requires some combination
today of higher money growth, lower government
purchases, lower transfers, or higher taxes. Higher
money growth today acts as a lump-sum (non-
distorting) tax on nominal assets and the price level
rises proportionately. Lower transfers or higher taxes
now are also lump-sum and have no impact on the
equilibrium.9 A cut in purchases, however, frees
up resources available to the private sector, which
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increases money demand and reduces the current
price level.

The wide range of possible consequences from
projected government transfer payments actually
understates the uncertainty surrounding the issue.
Policy reforms that seem politically impossible now
become increasingly likely as the budgetary con-
sequences are realized. As the political situation
evolves in the future, it is likely that some of the
future policy adjustment will occur in benefits, so
transfers ultimately will rise less than the CBO now
projects.

6 Directions for research

Exploration of the implications of explicitly mod-
eling dynamic interactions among current and
expected future macro policies has just begun. So far
the explorations have used stylized economic envi-
ronments and a limited range of assumptions about
how expectations are formed.

How expectations are estimated matters a great deal
in this analysis. Perfect foresight represents one
extreme (Gordon and Leeper, 2000), while econo-
metric methods that rely entirely on historic corre-
lations to project future policies represent another
extreme (Gordon et al., 1998). Reality doubtless
lies in between. Research suggests Americans have
some foresight of fiscal policy (Steigerwald and Stu-
art, 1997) and analytical work suggests that sorting
out the degree of foresight may be important for
obtaining good quantitative estimates of monetary
and fiscal impacts (Leeper, 1989; Yang, 2003).

There is another aspect of getting accurate assess-
ments of expectations of policy: if policy can
shift randomly but infrequently between rules (or
“regimes”), then the regime switching should be
modeled so expectations of policy incorporate any
possible future regime changes. This point was

made in the context of the Lucas (1976) critique
by Cooley et al. (1984). In the context of fiscal
policy, Davig (2002a,b) shows that elasticities with
respect to tax changes can take a variety of magni-
tudes and signs, depending on private agents’ beliefs
about fiscal regime. It is possible to extend the sim-
ple assumptions about policy made in the text to
allow policies to switch randomly among Policies
1–3. This qualitatively changes the nature of the
equilibrium.

How people learn about policy is also likely to
be important for accurately determining policy
impacts. Sargent (1999) uses a model in which the
central bank learns about the nature of the Phillips
curve and private agents learn about policy to tell
a story about how the United States brought infla-
tion down from its double-digit levels in the late
1970s and early 1980s. He reaches the pessimistic
conclusion that a return to the days of high infla-
tion cannot be ruled out. Embedding learning in
an environment with nontrivial monetary and fis-
cal policy interactions could offer a very different,
and far richer, interpretation of history.

Empirical work on monetary and fiscal interac-
tions is very much in its infancy. To date the work
focuses on trying to isolate particular historical
episodes in which Policy 1, 2, or 3 operated, with-
out modeling the probabilities of switching between
policy regimes (Cochrane, 1999; Woodford, 1999;
Canzoneri et al., 2001).

All of these extensions amount to different ways
of converting “imponderables” into things we can
understand and analyze.
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Appendix: A portfolio choice model

This appendix describes the formal economic model
underlying the analysis in the text. It is a simple
model designed to focus on the dynamic impli-
cations of monetary and fiscal policies for the
determination of inflation. Attention is focused on
dynamic implications by abstracting from many of
the static implications, such as those for labor sup-
ply. We assume, therefore, that labor used for the
production of goods is in fixed supply.

The model also includes some assumptions that do
not alter the qualitative conclusions, but do simplify
the exposition. Among these assumptions are:

• Physical capital depreciates completely after one
period, so investment is equivalent to the new
capital stock.

• The financial sector—banking services, credit
cards, money market mutual funds—is repre-
sented as “transactions services,” which serve as
a substitute for money in financing consump-
tion and investment expenditures. Transactions
services are socially costly to produce. That cost
is modeled abstractly as the opportunity cost of
leisure. We assume that labor is the sole input to
producing transactions services. Of course, this
is not “labor supply” in the conventional sense;
it merely reflects the fact that to acquire trans-
actions services, society must give up something
of value. We abstract from the use of physical
capital in producing transactions services.

• Taxes are levied only against income derived from
the production of goods. Income derived from
the production of transactions services is not
taxed. This assumption limits the direct impact
of taxation.

The model consists of a representative household,
two firms—one producing goods and one produc-
ing transactions services—and a government. Gross

physical assets of the economy at t , f (kt−1), are
allocated to consumption, ct , capital, kt , and gov-
ernment purchases of goods, gt . The aggregate
resource constraint is

ct + kt + gt = f (kt−1). (A.1)

We use the convention that it takes one period for
capital to be installed and become productive.

Two types of representative firms rent factors of pro-
duction from households and sell their outputs back
to households. The goods producing firm rents k at
rental rate r and pays taxes levied against sales of
goods to solve

max DGt = (1−τt )f (kt−1)−(1+rt )kt−1, (A.2)

taking the tax rate, τ , and r as given.

Transactions service producing firms rent labor, l ,
from households at wage rate w and sell transac-
tions services, T (l ), to households at price PT . The
function T ( ·) is strictly increasing, strictly concave,
and continuously differentiable. Firms choose l to
solve

max DTt = PTtT (lt ) − wt lt , (A.3)

taking PT and w as given. Both firms behave
competitively.

The household owns the firms and receives factor
payments, so its income at the beginning of period
t is

It = (1+ rt )kt−1 +DGt +wt lt +DTt + zt , (A.4)

where DG and DT are dividends received from the
goods-producing and transactions-producing firms
and zt ≥ 0 is lump-sum transfer payments from
the government.

Households use money balances and transactions
services to acquire goods. Transactions services pur-
chased from the financial sector at time t execute
the fraction Tt ∈ [0, 1] of private expenditures on
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goods. Choices of money and services must satisfy
the finance constraint:

Mt−1

Pt︸ ︷︷ ︸
Value of transac-
tions performed
with money

+ Tt (ct + kt )︸ ︷︷ ︸
Value of transac-
tions performed
with services

≥ ct + kt︸ ︷︷ ︸
Value of private
transactions

,

(A.5)
where Mt−1 is nominal money balances carried into
period t and Pt is the price level at t .10 Transac-
tions services may be thought of as a clearinghouse,
money market mutual funds, or credit cards,
although our specification abstracts from any insti-
tutional details. In advanced economies, where
most transactions involve the financial sector but do
not involve cash directly, T may be close to unity on
average. Holding resources devoted to the financial
sector fixed, the constraint implies that doubling
the value of transactions doubles the value of trans-
actions performed with services by doubling the size
of each transaction. It also implies that the marginal
product of transactions services increases with the
value of transactions performed.

Preferences are defined over consumption and
leisure. The current period utility function, U ( · ),
is time-separable, strictly increasing in both argu-
ments, strictly concave, and continuously differen-
tiable. Competitive households are endowed with
one unit of time each period and choose c, k, l , T ,
M , and B, nominal bonds, to solve11

max E0

∞∑
t=0

β tU (ct , 1 − lt ), 0 < β < 1 (A.6)

subject to the budget constraint

ct + kt + Mt + Bt

Pt
+ PTtTt

≤ It + Mt−1 + (1 + it−1)Bt−1

Pt
, (A.7)

and the finance constraint (A.5), with 0 ≤ lt ≤ 1,
Pt , PTt , it , and τt taken as given, and the initial

conditions (k−1 > 0, M−1, (1 + i−1)B−1 > 0).
Total government purchases of goods and services,
g , are financed by printing money, M , and sell-
ing nominal bonds, B, which pay a net nominal
interest rate of i, and by levying a proportional
tax rate, τ , against net output. The government’s
budget constraint is

τt f (kt−1) + Mt − Mt−1

Pt
+ Bt − (1 + it−1)Bt−1

Pt

= gt + zt . (A.8)

To obtain an explicit characterization of the model’s
equilibrium, we specialize the model by assuming
the following functional forms for the production
functions and for preferences:

f (kt−1) = kσ
t−1, 0 < σ ≤ 1 (A.9)

where in this expression we have normalized the
fixed supply of labor to unity and σ is the share of
income received by owners of capital;

T (lt ) = 1 − (1 − lt )α, α > 1 (A.10)

where 1− l is labor supplied to transactions services
producing firms and α determines the marginal
product of labor;

U (ct , 1 − lt ) = ln (ct ) + γ ln (1 − lt ), 0 < γ < α.

(A.11)

where γ determines the value of leisure to house-
holds.

Equilibrium

Equating supply and demand for capital yields the
solution:

kt =
(

1 − 1

ηt

)
(1 − sgt )f (kt−1), (A.12)

where

ηt ≡ Et

∞∑
i=0

(σβ)id η
i

[
1 − σβ

γ

α
· 1 − τt+i+1

1 − sgt+i+1

]
,
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d η
i =

i−1∏
j=0

(
1 − τt+j+1

1 − sgt+j+1

)
, d η

0 = 1. (A.13)

Equating supply and demand for money yields

(1 − Tt )

[
ct + kt

ct
− γ

α

]
= µt

ρt
, (A.14)

where ρt = Mt/Mt−1 and

µt ≡ β
γ

α
Et

∞∑
i=0

β idµ
i , dµ

i =
i−1∏
j=0

1

ρt+j+1
,

dµ
o ≡ 1. (A.15)

Expressions (A.12)–(A.15) are obtained by solving
the first-order conditions for the firms’ and the
household’s maximization problems. This implies
equilibrium real balances are

Mt

Pt
= 	t (1 − sgt )f (kt−1), (A.16)

where
	t = µt

ηt − γ /α
. (A.17)

Note that if policies are exogenous, then 	, which
depends only on expected future policies, deter-
mines the price level.

Feasible policies

Equilibrium requires that current and future poli-
cies satisfy the government’s budget constraint and
that agents’ expectations of policy are consistent
with equilibrium. This creates interactions among
current and future policies. For analytical simplic-
ity, we reduce the analysis to two periods—now and
the future—and focus on circumstances in which
the economy is in a stationary equilibrium in the
future (dates s > t ), but starts from some other
position now, at date t . Fix current and future
government spending shares, {sgt , szt } all t , where

szt = zt/f (kt−1), and assume future money growth
and tax rates are constant:

ρt+j = ρ, τi+j = τ , j > 0.

The government budget constraint can be expressed
entirely in terms of current and expected policies.
In period t the constraint is[

ρt − 1

ρt
+ Bt

Mt
− Rt−1

ρt
· Bt−1

Mt−1

]
	t

= sgt + szt − τt

1 − sgt
. (A.18)

Given expectations of policy embedded in 	t and
initial government indebtedness as summarized by
Rt−1Bt−1/Mt−1, (A.18) reports equilibrium trade-
offs among current policies.

We now derive the equilibrium trade-offs among
future policies given the state of government indebt-
edness. Shift the timing of (A.18) forward one
period and assume future interest liabilities are cor-
rectly anticipated at t by substituting the expression
for equilibrium Rt . Assume the bond–money ratio
is constant at B/M = Bt/Mt in the stationary equi-
librium, so there can be no net additions to debt
in the future. Reducing the analysis to two peri-
ods forces government indebtedness in the future
to equal the level inherited from current policies.
Dropping the time subscript for variables dated t+1
and imposing equilibrium yields

	t =
[

sg + sz − τ

1 − sg

]

× 1

[(1 − (1/β))(B/M ) + (ρ − 1)/ρ] .

(A.19)

Given government indebtedness carried into the
future, as summarized by B/M , (A.19) describes
the trade-offs among future policies that are consis-
tent with fixed 	t being an equilibrium.
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Trade-offs between (A.18) and (A.19) determine
the interactions between current policies and
expectations of future policies. Any change in policy
at t that requires a change in 	t must be accom-
panied by a change in policy in the future that is
consistent with the new values of 	t , given the level
of government debt B/M .

Notes

1 If the economy grows at a rate faster than the real interest
rate, then it is possible to “grow out of the deficits.”

2 The appendix derives these linkages explicitly in the formal
model.

3 In fact, when future sg and τ are fixed, the real balance
relationship reduces to the conventional one Mt/Pt =
h(Rt , y∗

t ).
4 See also Leeper (1991), Sims (1994) and Woodford

(1995). As Cochrane (2001) observes, the precise result
discussed relies on government debt being sold at par. If it
is sold at a discount instead, the price of bonds may absorb
some of the adjustment to equilibrium, offsetting some of
the price level impacts.

5 Perfect foresight is an extreme assumption about expecta-
tions formation that serves as a benchmark. By equating
expectations to actual outcomes, perfect foresight assumes
people make no expectational errors.

6 Perfect foresight is a limiting case of the idea that agents
have good information about tax rates and government
spending some quarters into the future (see Yang, 2003).

7 Cyclical frequencies are often defined as being between 2
and 32 quarters. To obtain a data series’ cyclical frequen-
cies, the very short run and the long-run components are
filtered out of the data.

8 We do not consider what may be the least politically costly
option: ease immigration restriction sufficiently so foreign
workers in the United States can finance social security and
Medicare.

9 This is a feature that is special to the present simplified
economic model. More generally in this model, higher cur-
rent taxes will discourage employment and reduce output,
tending to increase current inflation.

10 Including investment goods in the finance constraint, as
in Stockman (1981), is substantive. Excluding investment
goods implies that the acts of investing or reallocating
investments do not generate any demand for money or
for transactions services.

11 One can imagine the representative household composed
of a worker/shopper pair. Each member of the household
is endowed with a unit of time each period and specializes
in the production of a specific commodity. The worker
supplies labor inelastically to the goods producing firm and
the shopper supplies labor elastically to the transactions
services producing firm. The worker’s labor supply is unity
and the shopper’s labor supply is l .
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